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This guide contains three of my top tips for optimizing your therapy business. 
Many therapists are excellent at what they do when they have a client in front 
of them. Most therapists are just rubbish though when it comes to getting the 
client to agree to meet them though! 
I know this is true because I used to be exactly the same and I can now spot 
other therapists doing exactly the same thing. I now pass on the benefit of my
experience to therapists who are maybe a little unsure or overwhelmed by the
needs of running a business in the digital age.
These three tips are designed to help you make life easier and to get more 
work. 
If you find them useful or interesting then I have a 130+ page guide available 
that these three tips are taken from. The guide is available through my 
website and is very competitively priced considering the degree and range of 
information it includes. You can see the guide here: sheffield-
hypnosis.co.uk/optimization-guide-for-therapists
The guide comes with a satisfaction guarantee too so if it really does have 
nothing new in it as far as you are concerned I will refund your purchase in 
full.
I hope you enjoy my guide and if you have any questions or comments feel 
free to email me at richard@sheffield-hypnosis.co.uk 
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1) Get An Email Address That Means Business

Over the years I have seen many small businesses with their own domain 
name and website. For example www.bobswidgets.co.uk (not a real website 
by the way!). The problem is that their email address in the banner of the 
website says “email: bob@gmail.com”

This looks SO unprofessional. If you have gone to the trouble of getting a 
domain name and a website it is only a small extra step to get your email 
address changed to bob@bobswidgets.co.uk. I would also strongly 
recommend that you have your first name as the first part of your email 
address. 

Mine is richard@sheffield-hypnosis.co.uk. Years ago people would have 
“enquiries@...” or “info@...” This is impersonal and stops people making a 
deeper connection to you before they meet you. 

I definitely prefer sending emails to “[realname]@...” - I feel like a real person 
will read my message and it suggests that it will be dealt with faster than if it 
was sent to a vague email address like “sales@....” where it could be anyone 
reading it. 

Email to your new address can easily be forwarded through to something like 
Gmail where you have the convenience (and power) of a free email client that
you can access on a PC, a phone or tablet. This is a lot more flexible than 
using an email client like Outlook.

This is a very straight forward job that you can do yourself if you feel capable 
or hire an outsourcer to do it for you.

I highly recommend that everyone I work with has a Gmail account for their 
email. It is SO easy to have mail forwarded to Gmail. Using this email 
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address and password you then have access to all of Google's other great 
features which are invaluable for many businesses. There is more on this 
later.

The way to get a business email address that is compatible with Gmail has 
recently changed. In the past it was free and VERY easy to set up. Now it is a
little more complicated and costs a little bit of money. I would say that it is well
worth the money though.

In order to get business email sent through Gmail you need to visit Google 
Apps for Work. 

To get your business email set up and for it to be run will cost about £30 per 
year. When you go to Google Apps for Work you will get a sign up page like 
the one below....

Click “get started” and it will take you through to the sign up screen like the 
one below...

https://www.google.com/work/apps/business/products/gmail/
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Once you have provided these basic details you will then be given the choice 
of setting up the service yourself or having an advisor walk you through the 
set up process. I would HIGHLY recommend you get the Google advisor help 
you set it up! 

You will need the log in details for your domain name provider in order to 
complete the set up. Once they have guided you through the process you will 
have a business email address! Congratulations.



2) How To Get Images

An image is worth a thousand words, or so they say! Having high quality and 
relevant images on your website is very important. Masses of words on a 
page are not very appealing for the majority of people looking at a website.

Pictures can help you convey ideas quickly and easily. DO NOT go to Google 
Images and download whatever you want though! Please! There are 
companies that now specialise in tracking down the illegal use of copyrighted 
images and they demand payment for hundreds or even thousands of pounds
or they threaten legal proceedings. 

To ensure you do not fall foul of these companies there are ways to find high 
quality images that a free and legal to use.

There are 3 main ways to get images for your website

1. Take them yourself. 
This is the most cost effective method but unless you are a skilled 
photographer and have access to all sorts of different people and 
locations then this option is not practical for most.

2. Free images. 
There are websites that supply free images. One of these is 
http://www.freeimages.com  This website has images that are often 
good to very good in quality but not excellent. The photographers have 
the excellent images on websites like the ones mentioned in point 3 
below. 

The images on freeimages.com are free but they occasionally have 
restrictions on how they can be used. Usually there are no restrictions 
at all and the image can be used however you want. Sometimes the 
photographer wants to be notified where it has been used. Sometimes 
they want crediting for the image so you will have to put a credit under 
the image or on the page where the image features.

3. Buy images. 
This is most easily done online and does not have to be expensive. 
I use 2 main websites for purchasing images. The first is 
http://www.fotolia.com. This site has a great selection of images to 
choose from and many are reasonably priced. It is run on a credit based
system. You pay money to buy credits (the more you buy upfront the 
cheaper the credits are.) Once you find an image you like you can get it 
in different sizes, the bigger the image the more credits they cost. 

http://www.fotolia.com/partner/203039527%20
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Click the logo below to have a look at their amazing pictures.

When I buy images I usually get the small sizes. These are often about 
400 to 500 pixels wide which is big enough to fill the average web site 
page quite nicely. I frequently reduce the size and density of these 
images to make them fit my page better – more on the editing of images
in a moment.

The second website I buy images from is http://www.istockphoto.com. 
This works on a very similar basis to Fotolia. The images on iStock are 
more diverse but generally more expensive. 

http://www.istockphoto.com/
http://www.fotolia.com/partner/203039527%20


3) Telephones & Answering Services

The phone number you use and how you manage it says a lot about you and 
your business. Some people have an 0800 number. 15+ years ago this was a
great idea as it meant that when people called you (from their landline at 
home) the call was free for the customer which meant that they were more 
likely to call you over a competitor who had a local number. 

Now everyone has a mobile phone things have changed. Many people have 
call plans where they get free calls every month but these are to numbers that
begin 01, 02 or 03 NOT 08. These 08 numbers are either charged at a 
special rate or the phone won't even connect the call.

Added to this is the fact that Google does not like 0800/0845 numbers as they
are not geographically specific. If you are a local business who serves the 
local community you need a local number.

Using your existing mobile number is an option but would YOU trust a 
website that only has a mobile phone number on it? To me this often makes 
the business I am looking at seem transient, temporary and less trustworthy. 
This would not be a good seed to sow in a client's mind.

Many people use their existing home landline to receive work related calls. 
This is cost effective but not very professional. There is the potential of a surly
teenager answering (if you have one!) or a business call in the middle of a 
family gathering which would not make a good impression on a prospective 
client. 



Even if you do find the perfect way to take calls at the moment what happens 
as you get busier? You are spending more and more time seeing clients so 
you have less time to take enquiry phone calls.

This means your potential clients have to speak to the dreaded answer 
machine! 

Most people know at least one person who 
HATES speaking to answer machines. Many 
others find it unpleasant and avoid it. This 
could lead to a lot of missed calls and no 
messages you have to do 1471 or “call back” 
and do the “Hi, someone called me from this 
number” speech and sound like a complete 
amateur.

What if the person who called you from their 
landline or office phone line hasn't told other 
people that they are wanting to see a therapist
for a problem? Some people can be funny 

about that kind of thing. If you call back and the person on the other end 
starts trying to figure out who called you then you could get your potential 
client in trouble with their partner or boss before you even know what their 
name is!

Getting a second phone line just for business calls is expensive and 
unnecessary I would say. 

I have tried many different ways of handling phone calls over the years and I 
have found the perfect combination for me and it might suit you too. 

I have a virtual local number. It is geographically specific but it is a VOIP 
phone line. VOIP stands for Voice Over Internet Protocol. Basically this 
means is that the internet handles the call without having to have a telephone
line put in!  

I get my VOIP line from vopifone.co.uk and have been with them for a few 
years now. They offer a free trial of their service where you get a free phone 
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number, 5 minutes of free calls and there is no contract. This means you can 
give it a go and test the line quality and functionality before you decide to sign
up.

I have bought a geographically specific VOIP phone number and all calls to 
this local number are usually free on a mobile or pennies a minute from a 
landline. This call is then diverted through to stage 2 of my phone system. 
Stage 2 is my answering service that I get from Answer.co.uk.

This answering service answers my calls 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. A 
real person picks up the call, answers in the way I have chosen and they take
a message for me. The client has the impression that they are speaking to a 
receptionist (which further boosts the professional image you are already 
conveying through your website/email footer etc) 

The client-to-be is told that I am busy with a client at the moment but that I will
call them back as soon as I am free. If you were to call around looking for a 
plumber for example if you left a message on someone's answering machine 
you might carry on ringing round leaving messages until you speak directly to 

someone. When you do get a real person, even if it is a receptionist, you 
would be more likely to wait to be called back. 
You have more faith that your request is in the process of being dealt with 
and so are more likely to wait for a call back when you have spoken to a real 
person.

The real people I use for answering my phone are at www.answer.co.uk. I pay
them £1 to answer each call I receive. This works out at about 0.4% of what 
the total the average client pays me. Answer.co.uk are great at helping with 

http://www.answer.co.uk/?refid=TJ3CVL1RT
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any questions or problems, day or night. You get an account manager who 
you can work with to get things working perfectly for you. 

An added feature of using Answer is that they have a constantly evolving list 
of unwanted callers and sales people. If you get a sales call you can control 
how the phone number they are calling from is handled if they call back. They
can be put on a block list so that if they call again their call is rejected.

If an unwanted call from someone trying to sell you something you don't want 
does get through then you can claim back the cost of the call by marking it as 
an unwanted sales call! Great!

When a message is taken by Answer a text message is sent through to my 
mobile phone immediately and an email is also sent to me, allowing me to 
contact a client as soon as is convenient for me. 

If you sign up using my links above Answer will give you £5 worth of credit for 
free to get you started (and they also give me a little amount for introducing 
you to them) so everyone wins!



Conclusion:

This free guide features three top tips to help you get the most from your 
business. These three tips are taken from business optimization guide which 
is 140+ pages long and is packed about how your therapy business could be 
even better than it is. 
If you would like more information on my guide visit https://sheffield-
hypnosis.co.uk/optimization-guide-for-therapists/

If you have any questions or comments feel free to drop me a line to 
richard@sheffield-hypnosis.co.uk
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